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Abstract:- A scientific based research in this article focus the philosophy of existence of fundamental 

Neutrinos.  The fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as the source of 2
nd

 Generation radiation evolved in 

the expanding Universe.  The other two radiations namely Anti-Neutrino radiation (ANR), Electromagnetic 

radiation (EMR) shall be considered as the 1
st
 Generation and 3

rd
 Generation radiation. The Neutrino radiation 

(NR) shall be considered as emanated from three-in-one fundamental “Neutrino Particles” PHOTON, 

ELECTRON, PROTON.  The Neutrino radiation shall be hypothetically called alternatively as “J-Radiation” 

and acts as “SOUL” of Material Universe.  In other words it shall be stipulated that all the matter such as 

Planets, Organic, Non-organic matter shall be considered as existing under equilibrium condition due to  

impact of J-Radiation having Zero Neutrinos mass. “EMR” shall be considered as “Species” to J-Radiation 

having little higher neutrinos mass.  The research focused in this article shall provide solutions to the various 

current controversial quantum theories such as string theory, special relatively, Atomic theory, cell theory 

etc. “J- Radiation shall alternatively mean “SOUL” of Material Universe; SOUL shall mean “J”. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 It is focused that global level Neutrinos research, Neutrinos observatory projects are existing to have in 

depth research on Neutrinos and its characteristics to ascertain the origin point of Universe, the characteristics 

of Dark Matter, Dark Energy, Solar System, Galaxies of the Cosmo Universe. 

 The some of the global level Neutrino Observatory projects are indicated as below. 

i) The super – Kamiokande Neutrino observatory, Japan  

ii) Sudbury Neutrino observatory, Canada 

iii) Gran -  Sasso lab, Italy 

iv) Ice cube Neutricno Observatory, in the south pole 

v) India based neutrino observatory (INO), Theni Distrc, TN, India 

 The research in this article focus that fundamental Neutrinos can’t exist on Earth Surface, atmosphere 

of Earth. It shall be considered as existing only in “Upper Region” of universe say thousands of kilometers 

above atmosphere of Earth due to Zero mass (or) Negative mass and having strong Gravitational binding with 

Centro mere of Cosmo Universe. The so called Neutrinos classified in modern quantum physics such as 

Electron, Muon, Tau, quarks, supernova and other thousands of unidentified particles shall be considered as 

“Species Neutrinos” to the fundamental neutrinos.   It is speculated that the underground Neutrino 

observatory centers can’t catch hold of fundamental Neutrinos (2
nd

 generation radiation) but it may catch only 

the species neutrinos, through detector. 

 

II. PREVIOUS PUBLICATIONS 
The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the 

philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals 

mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already 

published by the same author. 
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[1] Cosmo Super Star – IJSRP, April issue, 2013 

[2] Super Scientist of Climate control – IJSER, May issue, 2013 

[3] AKKIE MARS CODE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[4] KARITHIRI (Dark flame) The Centromere of Cosmo Universe – IJIRD, May issue, 2013 

[5] MA-AYYAN of MARS – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

[6] MARS TRIBE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[7] MARS MATHEMATICS – IJERD, June issue, 2013 

[8] MARS (EZHEM) The mother of All Planets – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[9] The Mystery of Crop Circle – IJOART, May issue, 2013 

[10] Origin of First Language – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

[11] MARS TRISOMY HUMAN – IJOART, June issue, 2013 

[12] MARS ANGEL – IJSTR, June issue, 2013 

[13] Three principles of Akkie Management (AJIBM, August issue, 2013) 

[14] Prehistoric Triphthong Alphabet (IJIRD, July issue, 2013) 

[15] Prehistoric Akkie Music (IJST, July issue, 2013) 

[16] Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013) 

[17] Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, August 2013) 

[18] Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, September 2013) 

[19] NOAH is Dravidian? (IJOART, August 2013) 

[20] Philosophy of Dark Cell (Soul)? (IJSER, September 2013) 

[21] Darwin Sir is Wrong?! (IJSER, October issue, 2013) 

[22] Prehistoric Pyramids are RF Antenna?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013) 

[23] HUMAN IS A ROAM FREE CELL PHONE?!... (IJIRD, September issue, 2013) 

 

III. HYPOTHESIS 
 The philosophy of fundamental Neutrinos shall be defined within the following scope. 

(i) Fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as the “Most Fundamental Particles” of Cosmo Universe. 

(ii) Fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as the “Smallest Unit” of matter of whole Cosmo Universe. 

(iii) Fundamental Neutrinos always exist in three-in-one configuration and can’t be separated . 

(iv) Fundamental Neutrinos shall be referred to particles having “absolutely Zero mass”. 

(v) Fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as having definite charge property (Polarity). 

(vi) Fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as having “Weak force”. 

(vii) Fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as travel faster than the absolute speed of Light Say above 

3x10
8
 meter/sec. 

(viii) “Human Embryo” shall be considered as the byproduct of “fundamental Neutrinos” and other human 

essential life molecules such as Human Blood, Human DNA, Hormone, RNA, Saliva, Urine, etc shall be 

considered as “Species matter” to Fundamental Neutrino. 

(ix) Human embryo shall be considered as IMPLANTED Neutrino molecule comprising of three-in-one 

fundamental matter Neutrino soul, Dark energy (cell), Dark matter (Atom). 

(x) Human Death shall mean disintegration of Neutrino soul from human body matter (cell, Atom) and elevated 

to the source of Origin of fundamental Neutrinos. 

(xi) The source of Neutrino soul shall be considered as the middle region of Cosmo Universe which is 

considered located thousands of kilometers above the Earth atmosphere.  

 

IV. PHILOSOPHY OF PREHISTORIC HUMAN 
 The Prehistoric human shall be considered as evolved spontaneously due to impact of Electromagnetic 

Radiation (EMR) from Neutrino Matter. The Prehistoric human shall be considered as “Life Origin” having 

only “THREE CHROMOSOME” derived from three fundamental matter. 

(a) Neutrino soul (Ray) 

(b) Dark Energy (Cell) 

(C) Dark Matter (Atom) 

 The so called Amino Acid, Nucleotide base shall be considered as the Complex molecules evolved 

from Dark Energy cell, Dark matter atom. The Prehistoric human shall be considered lived in MARS Planet 

with different genetic characteristic with “Ozone Breath” compared to modern human before started living on 

EARTH Planet with “Oxygen breath” at much later period. 
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The philosophy of J
+
 human shall be defined within the following scope.

 

(1) J
+
 human shall be considered as human ancestor and “Missing Link”. 

(2) J
+
 human shall be considered as “Godly Person”. 

(3) J
+
 human shall be considered as “Natural Super human”. 

(4) J
+
 human shall be considered as “Super Scientist” and expert in Astrophysics, Astronomy. 

(5) J
+
 human shall be considered as Ruler of Universe rather Earthly World. 

 

V. HYPOTHETICAL NARRATIONS 
(a) Cosmo Universe is of 3-Tier Radiation…?!  

 There are so many current theories are existing about origin and shape of Universe.  It is hypothesized 

that the whole Cosmo Universe shall be considered composed of only three-tier having distinguished 

“radiation region” with different physical, chemical, Mathematical Properties.  The “Dark flame” shall be 

considered as the origin and Centro mere of Cosmo Universe. The 3 tier radiation shall be considered as evolved 

in different phase during the course of space and time of “Expanding Universe”. 

(i) Anti-Neutrino radiation (1
st
 generation matter) 

(ii) Neutrino Radiation (2
nd

 generation matter) 

(iii) J-Radiation (3
rd

 generation matter) 

(iv) EMR, Alpha, Beta, Gamma and other radiation (Species to J-Radiation) 

 Anti-Neutrino radiation shall be considered having exactly opposite characteristics, polarity, to the 

“Fundamental Neutrinos”. 

(b) Cosmo Universe contains 3 type of forces?!... 

 There are so many current theories are existing about three generation of matters and most fundamental 

forces of Cosmo Universe.  It is hypothesized that the whole Cosmo Universe shall be considered existing under 

the influence of fundamental Three-in-one forces. 

(i) Optic Force. 

(ii) Electric Force 

(iii) Magnetic Force. 

 The three fundamental forces shall be considered as existing due to the impact of Sustained 

Oscillation of fundamental Neutrinos. 

 (I) 
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 (II) 

 
 Further the fundamental Optic, Electric, Magnetic forces shall be considered equivalent to Gravity, 

Weak force, Strong force. 

(i)Anti-Neutrino region     - Gravity force (Optic) 

(ii) Neutrino radiation region    - Weak force (Electric) 

(iii) J-radiation region  - Strong force (Magnetic) 

 It is focused that the origin of “J-Radiation” shall be considered as existing in upper region of 

“Material Universe” having down word Strong force and Gravity force considered acting upward towards 

Centro mere of Universe. It is focused that thousands of various other forces existing in the Universe shall be 

considered as Species forces to the three fundamental Optic, Electric, Magnetic forces. 

 

(c) Cosmo Universe contains three type of matter?! 

It is focused that current existing theories focus that every matter shall be considered as composed of molecules.  

The smallest unit of matter, molecule is considered as “ATOM”. Further the matter of Universe exists in 

“Three State” (i.e) SOLID, LIQUID, GAS.  The PLASMA, RADIATION state is considered as Unclassified 

state. 

It is hypothesized that the whole Cosmo Universe shall be considered existing with “Three type of matter”. 

(i) Neutrino Radiation (Neutrino Soul) 

(ii) Dark energy 

(iii) Dark matter 

 The Neutrino Soul shall be considered as Billions of Rays.  Single Ray shall be considered as the 

smallest unit of Neutrino Soul and smallest unit of each ray shall be considered as “CELL” having “Zero 

mass”. Soul is like “light ray” having only cells of zero mass.  

 The Dark energy shall be considered as neutrino molecules composed of millions of “CELL” having 

“Considerable mass”. Dark energy is like “Tissue” having only cells of definite mass. 

 The Dark matter shall be considered as Complex molecules composed of millions of “Atom” having 

Considerable mass. Dark matter is like “Stone” containing only atoms of definite mass. 

 The hypothetical distinction between Neutrino soul, Dark Energy, Dark Matter and its existence 

shall be narrated as below. 
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(d) All Matter has soul?! 

 It is hypothesized that all matters existing in the “Material Universe” whether Organic matter (or) 

non-organic matter, all matter such as Planet, Water, Gas molecules, Birds, Animals, Plants, Microbes etc 

shall be considered having centered by “NEUTRINO SOUL” for its existence. 

(e) Organic mater differs from Non-Organic?! 

 It is hypothesized that all organic matter shall be considered composed of THREE-IN-ONE Neutrino 

Soul, Dark Matter, and Dark Energy whereas all non-organic matter shall be considered composed of only 

Neutrino Soul and Dark Matter. In other words it is stipulated that non-organic matter does not contain 

“Dark Energy”. Dark energy like food; Dark matter is like stone; Soul shall be considered as centromere for 

both Dark Energy and Dark Matter. 

(f) Property of Matter varies with Time?! 

 It is hypothesized that the characteristics of “Neutrino Soul” shall be considered as Constant Matter 

for ever irrespective of Space and Time during expanding universe.  However the Dark Matter, Dark energy 

shall be considered as changing consistently in structural and functional property under three region (i.e) UV, 

VISIBLE, IR 

(g) How many “SOULS” in the Cosmo Universe?!  

 It is hypothesized that the total number of Neutrino rays emanated from Neutrino radiation source 

shall be considered equivalent to total number of “Existing souls” in the Universe. Soul shall be considered as 

one time formation.  

 “Dark matter, Dark energy may die; but “Neutrino soul” never dies. Every Neutrino soul shall be 

considered as natural Genus.  The millions of “species” to each natural Genus shall be considered as evolved 

due to impact of Dark matter, Dark energy under various environment UV, Visible, IR”. 

 It is also focused that the “Total Neutrino Souls” shall be considered as neither be created nor 

destroyed.  Billions of species to the Genus shall be considered as “Sub souls” to the main Neutrino soul. 

GENUS shall mean MAIN SOUL; SPECIES shall mean SUB SOULS.   

(h) Human Embryo has Neutrino Soul?! 

 It is focused that there are so many current theories existing about meaning and philosophy of existence 

of “Soul”.  Further there is no current theory that whether Human embryo has soul or not. 

 Case study shows that Human embryo is formed within the uterus of Female Parent. The formation of 

embryo is considered to have derived one copy each from Male and Female Parent.  Further case study shows 

that the First Heart Beat is sensed from the fetus during first Trimester of Conception. There is no current 

theory that how heart derived its energy for its “function”. 

 It is hypothesized that human heart shall be considered deriving its energy from “Neutrino Soul”.  It is 

hypothesized that the human embryo shall be considered as composed of three types of matter i.e. one copy 

from each matter. 

(i) Neutrino Soul 

(ii) Dark Energy 

(iii) Dark matter 

 
 It is hypothesized that Neutrino Soul shall be considered as responsible for RNA; Dark energy shall 

be considered as responsible for PROTEIN; Dark matter shall be considered as responsible for DNA. 

 “Embryo is like seed having three domain of matter; DNA, Protein, RNA shall be considered as three 

domain sub matter” 

 
 

It is hypothesized that each matter shall be considered having definte Chromosome value and identity. 
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(i) Neutrino Soul - “XXY” 

(ii) Dark energy - “XX” 

(iii) Dark matter - “XY” 

 It is speculated that during cell growth of embryo Dark energy, Dark matter shall be considered as 

under going changes and Neutrino Soul shall be considered as Genome law. Embryo is like IMPLANTED 

TREE having three domain. Plant cannot grow with isolation of any one of domain. 

(i) Human blood is Neutrino Fluid?! 

 It is focused that matter exist in three state (i.e) Solid, Liquid, Gas.  Human blood is considered as the 

state of “Plasma”. 

 It is hypothesized that human blood shall be considered naturally formed “Neutrino fluid”. This 

Neutrino fluid shall be considered as complex molecule evolved of three natural matter. Single tiny dot shall 

be considered as smallest unit of each matter. 

i) Neutrino soul 

ii) Dark Energy 

iii) Dark matter 

 
a) Right dot – Proton neutrino (Magnetic) 

b) Left dot – Electron neutrino (Electric) 

c) Centre dot – Photon neutrino (Optic) 

 

“It is hypothesized that “AB” type blood shall be considered as Blood origin and considered as Universal 

Neutrino fluid” 

(j) Death shall mean Losing the Neutrino soul?! 

            It is focused that there is no current theory what death means? What shall happen to soul after death? 

……… 

            It is hypothesized that death shall be considered as an incidence which makes the soul isolated from the 

human heart. In other words it is stipulated that Death is the state of disintegration of three-in-one matter. 

Heavy noise shall be considered as associated with disintegration.  

            It is hypothesized that the dark matter, dark energy shall be disintegrated as cells, atoms and exist in the 

material universe, whereas the neutrino soul, shall be elevated to “upper region” of universe and get mingled 

with source of “Neutrino Radiation” origin. 

          After the death of a person (or) death of animal, plant, the body is stated to get “decomposed”. What does 

mean decomposition?....... It shall be hypothetically stipulated that “BODY HAS NO SOUL” and human body 

get transformed from the state of Tissue into millions “cells and Atoms” and mingled with material universe for 

new formation.  

(k) Etymology of word Neutrino?... 

            It is focused that the origin of word is not clear from global dictionary. It is hypothesized that the word 

“Neutrino” might be derived from the prehistoric tamil phonetics “NUN-THIRI” 

a) NUN shall mean microbial and can be seen through Microscope 

b) THIRI shall mean Three-in-one Light  

c) NUN-THIRI shall mean three-in-one fundamental neutrinos (Particle) 

(l) Philosophy of word AHIMSA? … 

            It is focused that philosophy of word Ahimsa might be derived from the philosophy of “AKKIE”. 

AKKIE shall mean “Neutrino Radiation”. In cosmological, Astrophysical sense Neutrino radiation shall mean 

the region of “WEAK FORCE”. The word AHIMSA (Love, Simplicity, Truth) shall alternatively mean 

“WEAK FORCE” (Non-violence). In other words weak force shall alternatively mean “SOUL” having 

THREE-IN-ONE particle. 
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a) Right dot – Proton Neutrino (Magnetic) 

b) Left dot – Electron Neutrino (Electric) 

c) Centre dot – Photon Neutrino (Optic)  

 

“The philosophy of “Super Soul” shall mean Universe having Three-in-one integral force of Magnetic, 

Electric, Optic” 

(m) Philosophy of Fundamental Neutrino Oscillation?!… 

          It is hypothesized that PHOTON, ELCTRON, PROTON shall be considered as Three-in-one 

fundamental Neutrino particles which makes up the cosmo universe. It is hypothesized that the fundamental 

neutrinos exists always in Three-in-one configuration and can’t be separated. Further it is hypothesized that the 

fundamental neutrinos having ZERO MASS definite individual charge property and subject to sustained 

oscillation. The sustained oscillation shall be considered as producing Three-in-one fundamental force of 

Magnetic, Electric, Optic of Cosmo. 

(I) 

 
a) Right dot – Proton (Positive Polarity) 

b) Left dot – Electron (Negative Polarity) 

c) Centre dot – Photon (Neutral Polarity)  

(II) 

 
“The philosophy of “Higgs Boson” (God Particle) and “String theory” ight be derived from the philosophy of 

fundamental “TAMIL NEUTRINOS” (A, K, J) which makes up the COSMO UNIVERSE” 

 
(n) Coal, Coke, Crude oil are Neutrino Product?!... 

             Modern research focus that coal, coke, crude oil are considered as Fossil fuels. The fossil fuels are 

believed to have formed on Earth billions of years ago due to deforestation on Natural calamity. It is speculated 

that the fossil fuel resource is expected to get exhausted in another 60 to 100 years.  

             It is hypothesized all the matters of material universe including planets shall be considered as existing 

under “ELECTRO MAGNETIC EQUILIBRIUM” due to impact of fundamental neutrinos. Further it is 

focused that not only fossil fuels all other matters such as Human blood, Salaiva, Bone marrow, shall continue 

to be formed with microbial variation in cell and Atom mass structure.  
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(o) Dark Flame the neutrinos source?!... 

            It is hypothesized that the “Dark Flame” shall be considered as “SUPER NATURAL MATTER” 

which make the Cosmo Universe. Dark Flame shall be considered as “Creation” rather “Evolution” 

 
a) Right dot – Dark Mind (magnetic) 

b) Left dot – Dark flesh (Electric) 

c) Centre dot – Dark law (Optic) 

 

“Dark flame the “PLANT” rather “SEED” 

  Dark flame the “J-SPIRIT” rather “SOUL” 

  Dark flame the BEGIN rather START 

  Dark flame the CREATION rather EVOLUTION” 

                                                   - Author (Bible reference Jn 1:1, Eph 3:9) 

(p) Model Cosmo Universe 

 
Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation) 

Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation) 

Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation) 

 

Case study shows that cosmic rays are very high energy particles mainly originating outside the solar 

system. There is no current theory about constituents of cosmic particles. It is hypothesized that the whole 

Cosmo Universe shall be considered as THREE-IN-ONE existence of A-radiation, K-radiation, J-radiation. 

These three fundamental radiation shall be considered as existing symmetrically and displaced by 120°. The 

alpha radiation, beta radiation, gamma radiation and other thousands of radiation shall be considered as species 

radiation to the fundamental three radiation. These three radiation shall be considered as responsible for optic, 

electric, magnetic property of whole Cosmo Universe. SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as THREE-

IN-ONE BASE and MARS shall be considered as energy transfer center located between two regions. In other 

words MARS shall be considered as Centro mere of material universe (Region-III). 
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(q) Case studies: 

          1) There are three types of flavors of neutrinos electron neutrino, muon neutrino, tau neutrino. Each type 

is associated with anti particle called anti-neutrino which also called electrically neutral and half integer spin.  

           Neutrinos are created as a result of certain types of radioactive decay (or) nuclear reaction in reactor (or) 

when cosmic rays hit Atoms. Neutrinos are electrically neutral, weekly interacting elementary sub atomic 

particles with half integer spin.  

           Electron neutrinos were believed arising from SUN and one third of which predicted by standard solar 

model. Today scientists encounted with surprised deficit of sun neutrinos and facing sun neutrino problem. 

            Standard model of particle physics focus that neutrinos are massless and can’t change flavors. If 

neutrinos have mars then they could change flavors (or) Oscillate between flavors. the neutrino oscillation first 

suggested by Burno Pontecorro (1957). Solar and atmospheric neutrinos change flavors as suggested by super-

kamiokande and sudburry neutrino observatory. 

             Raymond davis and masatoshi koshib jointly awarded Nobel prize 2002 for pioneer work on cosmic 

neutrinos and supernova neutrinos. The detection of solar neutrinos and are of neutrinos of “SN1987A” in 1987 

marked beginning of “Neutrino Astronomy”. 

             Anti-Neutrinos are antiparticles of neutrinos which are neutral particles produced in nuclear Beta decay. 

             Most neutrinos pass through the earth emanate from the SUN. About 6.5 billion (6.5 x 10 10) solar 

neutrinos per second pass through every square centimeter perpendicular to the direction of SUN in the region 

of EARTH.  

            BARYONS mass equal or greater than protons and having strong interaction. Baryons are composite 

particles made of three quarks as opposite to mesons which are composite particles made of one quark and one 

anti quark. 

             Proton is made of two up quarks and one down quark and corresponding to antiparticle Anti-proton 

which is made of two up antiquarks and one down antiquark.  

               Quarks along with leptons are the building block of normal matter. They are known as elementary 

particles. They are most likely six flavors. - “Quantum Physics” 

              2) Neutrinos are mass less propagating at the speed of “light” 

                                       “Special Relativity theory” 

              3) “Higgs boson” is the subatomic particles that upto now, has been theoretical. This subatomic particle 

is thought to be the explanation for the formation of essential elements in the universe like Proton, Electron, 

Neutron. higgs Bosan is also called as GOD PARTICLE.  

             It is speculated that there is an “invisible field” through which elementary particle “gain mass” when 

pass through it. In other words this theoretical field serve as a sort of “Primordial Soup” considered as 

“Cosmic molasses” that transform an invisible, elementary particle into something that has actual mass.  

- Peter Higgs and other Scientists. 

              4) Bacteria are the first life forms to appear on the earth. There are about 5 x 10 30 bacteria on the earth 

forming a biomass that exceeds that of all plants and animals. Bacteria are the vital in recycling.   

              5) A fiber optic cable consists of a bundle of glass threads each of which is capable of transmitting 

messages modulated onto “light waves” 

             6) Soul or psyche the first actuality of a naturally organized body.  

                                                                - Aristotle 

           7) Soul refers to incorporeal component in living things that can continue after death  

                                                                   - Buddhism 

            8) “For the soul there is neither birth nor death at any time”  

                                                                   – Bhagavatgita. 

            9) Ruh (Spirit) is a command from Allah (God)  

                                                                    -  Quran 

           10) The soul is really a man  

                                                                    - Platonism 

           11) “For what is a man profited if he gains the whole world and loses his own “soul”? or what will a man 

give in exchange for his soul.  

                                                                   - Bible (mt 16:26) 

           12) J-Radiation shall alternatively mean “SOUL” – Author. 

  

VI. CONCLUSION 
It is focused by the author that the Fundamental neutrinos shall be considered as existing in everyone’s 

heart and the effect of Neutrinos shall be sensed through everyone’s heartbeat sound as 

TICK…TICK…TICK… 
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The particle physicist wolf gang Pauli already made theory and quoted in his journal “It is something no 

theorist should ever do”. The philosophy focused by him is that the existence of some invisible particles cannot 

be seen or measured.  

It is specially emphasized by the author that as long as the human and all other matter exists on Earth 

the fundamental neutrinos are associated as integral part. Once the human and other matters liable for death then 

the fundamental neutrinos are liberated to the region-II of Universe and it cannot stay in the region-III of 

Universe.  
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